


he 15mm scale, from games like Flames of War, is 
one of the most peculiar due to its small size. With 
a bit of skill it is perfectly possible to apply the same 
techniques as in larger miniatures, obtaining incredi-
ble results for such tiny figures. In this article, we are 
going to paint and weather a WWII M4A1 Sherman in 

15mm, applying 3rd generation acrylics and weathering effects 
from AK Interactive.

Military modeling covers a wide variety of scales, from large 
models to wargame figures.
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paint summary

Color modulation

• AK11339 Nº9 Olive Drab
• AK11151 Brownish Green
• AK11345 APC Interior Light Green

Tracks and Tank

• AK11111 Burnt Umber
• AK11027 Rubber Black 
• AK11409 Orange 
• AK11212 Gun Metal 
• AK10033 Aluminium

Decals

• P251 Decal Setter
• P252 Decal Softener 

Weathering

• AK045 Dark Brown Wash For Green Vehicles
• AK011 White Spirit 
• AK081 Dark Earth

Varnishes

• AK11238 Varnish Satin
• AK11252 Ultra Matt Varnish

INTRODUCTION

We start by separating the miniature into two parts, on the 
one hand the tank and on the other the turret, facilitating the 
painting process. We apply a thin primer coat of AK1009 Fine 
Primer Black Spray that evenly covers the piece.
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Despite the small size, we worked a color modulation to the 
different panels of the Sherman. This step is similar to what 
we would do on any military model figure, masking the panels 
and applying lights and shadows. You can find a more detailed 
guide on how modulations are applied in the following article. 

Regarding color, we will use the AK11643 US Olive Drab 
Modulation Set, which provides us with all the necessary col-
ors. In larger scales, we would use the four colors of the set, 
but in this case we modulate with the following:

• AK11339 Nº9 Olive Drab
• AK11151 Brownish Green
• AK11151 Brownish Green mixing with AK11345 APC 
Interior Light Green in proportion 1:2.

With a precision brush, we outline all the edges of the vehicle 
with AK11345 APC Interior Light Green, so that the panels 
and parts of the tank stand out. On the other hand, we painted 
the tracks with AK11111 Burnt Umber and the tread covers 
with AK11027 Rubber Black.
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We then apply a light, mixing AK11111 Burnt Umber and 
AK11409 Orange Tan in equal parts. Finally, we give a coat of 
AK11212 Gun Metal to the metal parts.
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We simulate the wood of the objects anchored to the 
chassis, such as the shovel or the axe, starting with a base 
layer of AK11111 Burnt Umber. 

Due to the size, it is very easy for the wear 
to be exaggerated if we exceed it.
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Chips are a fundamental part of vehicle weathering, but great 
care must be taken when doing it on this scale. We work a 
light stippling with a mixture of AK11111 Burnt Umber and 
AK11029 Black in equal parts in the most exposed areas. Re-
member that it is worth being cautious before overloading the 
vehicle involuntarily.
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Using the AK10033 Aluminum weathering pencil, we easily 
highlight the edges of the tracks.



he decals enhance the realism of the figure re-
markably, so we applied stars of the Allies, tank 
identifiers and other details in key points of the 
armor. Once moistened, we place the decal and fix 
it with P251 Decal Setter. If the surface is not 
smooth, such as in the lower front area or in the 

turret, we use P252 Decal Softener to soften the decal 
and adjust it better to the model.
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VARNISHES

At this point, the acrylic work is finished, and it is time to varnish the 
figure with AK11238 Varnish Satin to protect it and make way for the 
use of enamels and other weathering products.

AK11238

Varnish Satin

AK11252

Ultra Matt Varnish
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We wait a few minutes and remove the excess by moistening 
the brush in AK011 White Spirit and gently rubbing the areas 
where we want to remove the wash, so that it only persists in 
the crevices.
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We varnished again the areas involved with satin varnish 
to protect the decals and we applied a wash to all the 
nooks and crannies of the Sherman, using AK045 Dark 
Brown Wash For Green Vehicles. 
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To finalize the weathering, we deposit AK081 Dark Earth 
pigment buildups on the horizontal panels, the underbody of 
the vehicle and especially the tracks.



#

We finished the figure by adding the anti-aircraft machine gun, 
painted in the same tones as the rest of the armored vehicle. 
Finally, we can apply a coat of matt varnish AK11252 Ultra 
Matt Varnish to protect the work and eliminate the satin tone.

THE FINAL RESULT HAS NOTHING TO ENVY TO 
LARGER FIGURES, AND WE CAN CONTINUE EN-
HANCING THE REALISM BY ADDING DETAILS, 
SUCH AS SPARE PARTS, GASOLINE CANS, BLAN-
KETS OR EVEN INFANTRY IN THE VEHICLE. 

WITH THESE STEPS, WE ACHIEVE A WONDERFUL 
VISUAL EFFECT BOTH FOR USE IN WARGAMES 
AND SMALL DIORAMAS.
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